INTRODUCTION
A frequent problem in fusion research is the evaluation of the binary reaction rate <av> given by <""> = J <fei / d *2 f lfe|)
where f | and f 2 are the distribution functions of the interacting species and a is the cross section at the relative speed v R = I Vj -v^l. Equation (1) has been evaluated for special distribution functions and common interactions. The work of Riviere. 1 which considered beam injection into plasmas with Maxweilian or mirror distributions, is a prominent ex ample.
In connection with studies of beam injection into reactor plasmas, need arose for evaluation of <ov> for mirror plasmas with strongly anisotropic distribution functions. Although the results of Riviere' have been extensively used for such studies, they were obtained under the assumption of isotropic angular distribution functions with injec tion normal to the field lines and plasma energy equal to beam energy. Miller and Miley 2 have per formed similar calculations without the restrictions of isotropy and normal injection. To carry out these calculations, it is necessary to perform a threedimensional numerical integration. Miller and Miley 2 do this with a product rule involving GaussLegendre quadrature. 5 Such a method requires a fixed number of integrand evaluations, and it is dif ficult (but not impossible) to check the accuracy of the numerical integration. Such accuracy checks are useful, not only to judge the final accuracy of the results, but also to reduce the number of points used in the quadrature if the desired accuracy is con siderably exceeded.
To avoid the limitations just described, at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) we have designed a code with the following features:
• Allowance for anisotropic plasma distribu tion function with non-normal beam injection, and
• Estimation of the accuracy of the integra tion, with the choice of the number of quadrature points then governed by the desired accuracy.
In addition, the code includes:
• Provision for use of a 32-point GaussLaguerre formula for Maxwellian distribution func tions,
• A structure to facilitate modification or in corporation into a larger code, and
• A "driver" program that enables the code to be easily run from the terminal of a PDP-IO.
In Sec. 2, we present the several forms for f(y) treated in the code. Section 3 includes a discussion of the numerical methods used and the subroutines. Examples of code usage and some results are given in Sec. 4.
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SPECIAL FORMS FOR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
The code treats several special forms for the distributions functions; we shall describe each case in the following paragraphs.
Two Maxwellian Components
For this case, each component has a spherically symmetric distribution function but has a Max wellian speed distribution at different temperatures:
where m is the species mass, T is its temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, and v = lv|. For this form, the integral of Eq. (1) can then be reduced to An obvious further simplification occurs when T j =
Beam of Speed v B and Maxwellian Plasma
In this case, one of the distribution functions of Eq. (I) is a delta function in speed and angle, and one integral may be immediately evaluated. The in tegral over the velocity space of the Maxwellian gas can be transformed to one over relative speed and two spherical angles. The integrations over angles may be carried out, and we find where m is the plasma mass.
Maxwellian Plasma Interacting with Gas at Rest
This case may be either evaluated from the general form of Eq. (I) or taken as the limit of Eq. (5) as y^O. We find <ov> = 2 m'" J e~x o(v R ) x dx, (8) with v R given by Eq. (7).
Beam of Speed v B and Mirror-Confined Plasma
This type of distribution function is a good ap proximation to the ion distribution function occur ring in mirror-confined plasmas. We take
where SL = cos 0. For mirror-confined plasma, 0 and </ > are the angles of the velocity vector y relative to the B vector. Then Eq..(l) becomes
with
and "H = CDS 0,,
Here. 0B and 0B are the cone and polar angles of the beam direction relative to B.
In the present version of the code, P($) is taken as a constant: PW = 1/277.
(12)
For Mi>) the following forms have been imple mented:
• Rensink form: 
with N/2 = 4^/3 + fa* -l)
MOrt
where N is evaluated numerically.
• Isotropic distribution:
For the speed distribution, a Maxwellian speed distribution as in Eq. (2) is available, as well as a model form for mirror-confined ions:
The reference speed vn is related to the speed vP at which f(v) is a maximum by v0 = vp -v£,/2(vp -vh).
The three parameters of this distribution, vH, vw, and VQ , can be adjusted to fit a distribution com puted from numerical sok'ions of the FokkerPlanck equation. The normalization constant N is computed from Another quantity of interest is the meansquare-speed that is needed to compute the mean plasma energy. It is found from 2N <v 2 > = v w (S 4 + 2S 2 + 2) <ixp(-S 2 )
We include here a description of the sub routines in the code. Where we have chosen a par ticular numerical technique, e.g., a method for numerical quadrature, it is discussed in the par ticular subroutine. Our discussion is directed toward those who might wish to incorporate these subroutines in another code, include other distribu tion functions, or transfer the code to another com puter. Others desiring only to compute with this code can skip to the next section (Sec. 4) on usage. Some additional details on COMMON blocks are included in the file SIGV.DOC, which is reproduced in the Appendix. A complete listing of the source is provided on microfiche in a packet in side the back cover of this document.
The general philosophy of the code structure is to allow easy modification by breaking up the calculations into many subroutines. Many of these can be eliminated or combined for special applica tion. In addition, all but the driver program are written in "standard" FORTRAN with many com ments to enable easy conversion to another com puter.
Examination of Eq. (10) shows that the integra tion over <t> may be carried out analytically in three special cases:
• ii B = 1: i.e., 0 B = 0.
• v B = 0.
• Isotropic angular distribution [Eq. ( 16)].
In the last case, the angle of the beam is irrelevant, and we can set it equal to 0 to perform the integra tion over <t>. In these special instances, the integra tion reduces to a two-fold integration over v and ii\ we use this simplification in the code.
SIGV is a driver program that either calls the subroutine SGV for evaluation of <cv> or, as an option, calls a subroutine to directly evaluate <r(v R ). The NAMELIST input may be from a terminal, in which case it can be interactive, or from a disc file. 'r put variables are mnemonic and explained in the listing Oi" the program. A small help package listing the options for the f(v), M(^), and types of cross sec tions may be invoked (see examples in Sec. 4).
SGV is the main subroutine that computes parameters for the actual integration and calls sub routines for evaluation of <ov>. Its purpose is to set up the appropriate calls for the evaluation of Eqs. (3), (5), (8) or (10) to the accuracy prescribed in the value of EPSILON. If the input variable 1VELDI = 3, SGV will call the much faster sub routines SGV1MX and ULQ to evaluate Eqs. (3), (5), or (8) with a 32-point Gauss-Laguerre quadrature. Then, of course, the resulting value of <av> is of unknown accuracy, although spot checks of accuracy can be made by using the full in tegration option in SGV. Further explanation of in put and common variables can be found in the
DESCRIPTION OF CODE
documentation section of SIGV.DOC in the Ap pendix.
NORMALISE carries out the evaluation of the normalization constants for the distribution functions, and also computes the mean-square speed for the mirror distribution from Eq. (21). The incomplete gamma function is evaluated with the aid of the subroutine MDGAM, which computes
MDGAM is available from the International Mathematical and Statistical Libraries (IMSL) file 6 on computers at the Magnetic Fusion Energy Com puter Center (MFECC).
PHIINT is a routine to carry out the $ integra tion. Integration over 0 is done with a trapezoidal rule since the integrand is periodic and little or no improvement in accuracy is expected from using a higher-order method. 7 The number of evaluation points starts with 2 and doubles until the relative error (or change in integration values) meets a criterion that may be specified by the user, but is defaulted to EPS1LON/9.
AMU1NT with AMUGRAND evaluates the I! integral with the aid of the interleaving Gaussian quadrature routine QUAD of Patterson. 8 Up to 255 points are used in the evaluation, but only enough are used at any call to satisfy the relative error criterion that may be specified by the user, and is defaulted to EPSILON/3.
VINT and VGRAND evaluate the v integral, again using the QUAD routine of Patterson. 8 Here, the infinite upper limit of the integral must be replaced by a finite value b. For the Maxwellian dis tribution, this is taken as
and for the mirror distribution as
The present version of the code has been com piled and is available for use on the PDP-IO in MDivision at LLL under user number [30, 317] . Files available are:
where
ULVCON can be specified by the user, and is defaulted to 2. For the mirror distribution, the lower limit is a = v H , since f(v) is assumed to vanish in the loss cone.
An estimate of the truncation error introduced by the above procedure is also computed. We note that the integrand behaves approximately as exp(-ax) at large x, which can be integrated from b to <». We estimate the truncation error by fitting this form to the last two integrand points. This es timated relative truncation error is available to the user as EPSTR. Of course, if the error is greater than EPS1LON, the quantity ULVCON mentioned above should be increased to increase the upper limit b.
VDI, VD2, AMUDI, etc. are the functional forms for f(v) and M(p) listed in Sec. 2. It is clear that additional forms may be readily added.
SGNUM evaluates <r(v R ) for tabulated values of ir(IO" 16 cm) vs beam energy (eV). The data are stored in common block SGVNUM, which may be filled with NAMELIST input (see example in Sec. 4). The form of the NAM ELIST is described in the comment in the FORTRAN source for the main program.
SGIHH, SGIEH, SGXHH, etc. are sub routines for evaluating ^(VR) via fitted functional forms. The comments in each subroutine list the sources of the data. Various fusion plasma ioniza tion and charge-exchange interactions involving electrons, hydrogen atoms, ions and molecules, and helium are included.
The two cliche files SGV.CL1 and SGVMX .CLI are used for COMMON blocks. MSRUN is a local subroutine for timing information and should be replaced on other computers.
SIGV.FOR-source SGV.CLI, SGVMX.CL1-cliche files S1GV.REL-relocatable binary image, in cluding IMSL routines and timing routine MSRUN Example (6): Now use a more realistic form for MM, namely that of Eq. (13) with m = 1/2, and in ject the neutrai beam at 60° to the magnetic field into a plasma with mirror ratio = 2. Note that the integration over n did not converge once; i.e.. the change in the integral value in going from 127 to 255 quadrature points was greater than EPS1LON/3 = 1/3 x 10" 3 . Noting that only 15 points were required for the v-integration. w? would suspect that overall accuracy is better than 10 \ We could check this by relaxing somewhat the criterion on the n integral either by changing to a value less than the default value of 3 or by increasing EPSILON. cross section has been measured using an electron beam, thus XMASS = M c : however, because the probing beam is lithium. BMASS = 7.0. Following this example, we ternvnue by setting 1QUIT = I. In the last example, we input tabulated cross section data fur the interaction.
USE OF THE SIGV CODE
L + -\-V
This reaction is the dominant one in using f* beam to experimentally determine the spact -charge potential of a mirror plasma, e.g.. in the plugs of the Tandem Mirror Experiment fTMX) at LLL. This
As an example of a mo' * extensive calculation, in Fig. I we show <<7V> vs W B for * D-D 1 " chargeexchange reaction. Other parameters are the same as in example (6) . We note marked dependence on "i). reflecting the •*hole" in ihe distribution function of the plasma velocity. Akj shown in Fig. I is the value of <nv> computed for an isotropic angular distribution function. Evidently, the en or in assum ing an isotropic mii'ror distribution function could be substantial. 
S1GV.REL-RELOCATABLE BINARIES INCLUDING IMS I. POUTINES ANT TIMING ROUTINE MSRUN. SICV.TST--A TEST DATA DECK FLI.DAT-NUMERICAL CPOSS SECTION DATA FOR LITHIUM TEST CASE IN SIOV.TST. ALL OF THESE FILFS FXCEPT SICV.PEL ARE ALSO AVAILABLE IN LIX FILE
SICV AVAILABLE FROM FILF.M 3040 .PHYSICS * * * * EXPLANATION OF SUBROUTINE * * * * 
THIS SUBROUTINE WAS WPITTE1! TO FVALIIATF <SICMA-V> F"R A NEUTRAL PFAf* INJECTED INTO A MIPROP PLASMA WITH IMSTRIBUTION FUNCTION F[V,MU(=COS{ THETA})rHIJ. WE ASSUME F IS INDEPF.NDANT OF PHI f. SEPARABLE IN V A MU: F •= F(V)*M(MU)/N WHERE N IS A NORMALIZATION CONSTANT. FORMS FOR F(v) f, M(MU) ARE LISTED BELOU. THIS SUBROUTINE WILL ALSO COMPUTE <SICMA-V> FOR OTHER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS: (1) COLD CAS (ZERO SPEED) INTERACTING WITH POT PI.ASMA( SET FBEAM = 0.) (2) TWO CASES OF DIFFEPFNT MASSES AND TEMPERATURES, BOTH WITH MAXWELL-IAN VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS. (SET EBEAMO. .PLMASS = F.EDUCFD MASS AND EPLASM = (MASR(1)*E(2) + MASS (2)*I:(1)) / (KASS(l) + MASS(2))). (3) 32-POIMT CAUSS I.AGUERPE QUADRATURE FOR
A TRIPLE INTEGRATION CAN INVOLVE A GREAT MANY FUNCTION EVALUATIONS. IF AK N-POINT RULE IS USED FOR FACH QUADRATURE, THFN N~3 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS ARE NEEDED. THE P.ELATIVE FRPOP CRITERION APCUMFNT (FP5TLON) IN SGV ALLOCS THE USER SOME CONTROL OVER THE ACCUPACY VS. TIME TRADE OFF. HOWFVER, THE ERROR CRITERION IS ONLY A ROUGH ESTIMATE OF THE ACTUAL ACCURACY OF THE INTEGRATION. DECREASING THE ERROR CRITERION WILL INCREASE THE ACCURACY OF THE INTEGRATION, AND INCREASE THE NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS, AND CONVERSELY. THIS IS AROUT ALL THAT CAN BF SAID WITH ANY DECREE OF CONFIDENCE. THERE IS A MINIMUM OF 9 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS, AND
THE ENERCY UNIT FOR THE INPUT AI GUMFNTS IS KEV, AND THE MASS UNIT FOR THE INPUT ARGUMENTS IS AMU. WITHIN THF CODE, VELOCITIES ARE EXPRESSED IN KEV(.5) AMII(-.5), RATHER THAN M SEC(-l) OR CM SEC(-l). THIS WAS DONE FOR THREE REASONS. FIRST, IT CUT DOWN ON THE NUMBER OF CONVERSION FACTORS NEEDED
